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Catch up with us

An unpresedented year
for the world and for Wild
Salmon

T

hough 2020 has not been

a year of prosperity in many
sectors, certaintly in the area
of Wild Smoked Salmon it

has been extreamly fruitful.
Record numbers of Wild
Atlantic Salmon returned
back to rivers along the
coast of Ireland. Including
the River Laune estuary in
Co.Kerry, where we source
all our salmon. However, it
was not only the number of
salmon that came in this year
that was marvelous but also
the size and the condition of
each fish was the best we've
seen...that’s saying alot!
Our fishermen are part
of a very unique number of
people that have a lisence to
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to fish in this esturay and

‘‘ The

size and
condition
of the fish
was the
best we've
ever seen ’’

we feel very privlidedge to
have access to such a unique
breed of fish. We are so
delighted to be sending so
much Wild Smoked Salmon
out to our customers and
our friends all over the
world. Wild Smoked Salmon
is something that you always
have to grab if you have the
chance, as it’s stock is never
promised!

Remember the Summer?
After being locked up for the most of the Spring the
Summer brought with it the New World of Eat On The
Street

T

he Summer (though short-

lived) was one of the busiest

we’ve had in our Quinlan’s
Restaurants and Seafood
Bars and particularly in our
Cork Seafood Bar on Princes
Street. A vibrant business
community lives on Princes
Street Cork and we are so
proud to be a part of it.
Princes Street ressembled
a cosy, charachter filled street
in the South of Italy in the
months of July and August
and even a bit of September!
The sun shined and the
global pandemic stayed at
bay - Life was great!
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It was such a great boost
for us and our customers to
to be back out dining with
our friends and family.
Since Eat on the Street
went so well during the
summer we wanted to make
this a year round thing.
Therefore, each business
on the street have invested
towards a street long canopy
and high-power outdoor
heaters for this to be
possibility. All renovations
are expected to finish in
early 2021.
We can’t wait for you to
join us on the street once
more.
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The loss of our beloved
father, Micheal Quinlan
His passion for the business was
unfaltering, he had such a genuine interest
in everything to do with fish and he was
utterly dedicated to providing prenium
quality produce to his customers in Kerry
and all over the world of whom he built
long- standing relationships with.
Everything we know today about fish

O

ur beloved father Micheal passed

away this year, on April 23rd, 2020. His
energetic and hard-working persona is

missed dearly by our tight knit family.
Our father formally from Waterville,
founded Kerryfish in 1963 in Renard
Point, Cahersiveen. By the 1970s and
1980s he was exporting fish all around the
world including places like Nigeria and
Japan.
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handling we learnt from our father, we
picked up new things from him every day
from being in and around the fish factory
from a very young age.
We look forward to carrying on our
fathers legacy of producing prenium
quality fish for generations to come.

Looking Ahead..
I

t goes without saying that 2020 was not a

conventional year for businesses around the
world. However the pandemic gave us the time
to reflect on our business and to plan for the
future. We are so excited for the future of both
Kerryfish and our Quinlan’s retail outlets and
Seafood Bars.

We are of course nothing without our
fantastic team and we have been very forunate
in that we have been able to retain many of our
workforce for many years, who have passed on
their knowledge, skills and know-how to our
upcoming team and we are deeply grateful to all
of them for playing such a signifcant role in the
success story of the business.

Finally, but certaintly not least we want to
extend a huge thank you to our customers in
Ireland and abroad for your unwavering support
through these past difficult few months.
Bright days are coming and we can’t wait for
the Quinlan’s story to evolve.
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Stay up-to-date with us
The best way to buy our Award-Winning

www.Kerryfish.com

Smoked Salmon is through our website
Kerryfish.com.
We regularly post delicious recipes on
there, that are very easy to follow yet they
reap amazing results.

@quinlansseafood
You can also keep up with us through
our colourful and informative instagram
account @quinlansseafood.
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